KRE-O TRANSFORMERS
CREATE IT.

AGES 7 - 14

31771 SIDESWIPE
220 PIECES

PRODUCT SHOWN IN FANTASY SITUATION
PRODUCT DOES NOT CONVERT
CREATE IT WITH KRE-O™ CONSTRUCTION SETS!

- Sort your blocks by color and size to make them easier to find.
- Build on a large, flat surface.

KRE-O™ TRANSFORMERS

2 in 1

BUILD
SPORTS CAR OR ROBOT

VEHICLE MODE - PAGE 4

ROBOT MODE - PAGE 23
LOOK FOR THESE OTHER KRE-O™ CONSTRUCTION SETS

30690 PROWL
30687 STARScream®
1145 MIRAGE®

EACH SOLD SEPARATELY

Questions? Call 1-800-752-9755

CREATE IT AT... KRE-O.COM

RETAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
SOME POSES MAY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT. PRODUCT AND COLORS MAY VARY.
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